
Cards "Schoolchild at last/ Endlich Schulkind"
Instructions No. 1968
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

The first day at school is a special event for you and your school child. This day is awaited with excitement. It is especially nice if you
send beautiful invitation cards or place cards on the coffee table as table decoration. Our idea looks magical and if you like, you can use
the small Chain keep as a souvenir or convert into a piece of jewellery

This is how you design the cards:
Cut the scrapbook paper set "Little Star" to size. Here it is entirely up to you whether you Paper make the whole card from this or stick parts of the card with
this pattern. Label the card with a Marker. With 3-Glue pads D, the blanks from the scrapbook-Paper are glued onto the card. 

For the Bracelet draw beads and the Letter beads on the Magic Stretch rubber cord. Now tie this around the card. The nice thing about this bead necklace is
that you can make it after school as a pendant on schoolbags or pencil cases or as a pendant for your school Bracelet child. To do this, you put it around Chain
your child's wrist, remove the beads that make it too Bracelet long and then knot the ends of the beads together Cord.. It is also possible to put this as Cord a
souvenir in your photo album together with the photos of your child starting school.

Article number Article name Qty
719902 VBS Scrapbook paper set "Little Star" 1
10563 Pearl Letter Set, RoundWhite 1
578943 VBS Beads "Multicolor-Opak", 500 g 1
330688 VBS Double cards "White", portrait format 1
394611 Magic-Stretch rubber cord 1
567732-08 POSCA Marker PC-3MWhite 1
567206-06 3D-Glue pads5 x 5 x 1,9 mm, 400 pieces 1
130134 VBS Universal ruler 1
132138 Fiskars "Professional metal cutter knife", 18 mm 1
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